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Lexicon
Aethereal Realm
A realm which exists between the state of spirit and matter. It is
a place where flesh and blood beings may physically enter, which
is not the case with true spiritual/dream realms. It is inhabited
by many aethereal entities.
Aethereal Entity
A being comprised of aether rather than true matter. The avatars
of spirits and echoes are both types of aethereal entities.
Apeiron
A species of celati. The apeiron are near-humans with elemental
traits and a limited psychic link with others of their kind.
Asiyah
The alternate reality world in which this setting takes place. It is
in many ways like our own world, with many places and historical figures and events in common. Yet, it has been forever
changed by the presence of monsters, magic, and other strange
things.
Black Death
A supernatural plague that ravaged the known world; those who
died often rose as hungry walking corpses. This was the single
major supernatural event that the known world had seen in
several hundred years, and was followed by L’alluvione di Magia.
After L'alluvione di Magia the Black Death was reduced to a
mundane (though still terrible) disease.
Cambion
A species of celati, their cursed bloodlines were born of the intermingling of human and Qliphoth demon. A fiendish glamour
aids these celati in keeping their true natures hidden.
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Celati
Celati are intelligent beings which can trace the origins of their
kind to humans but have one way or another become something
not (at least entirely) human. This includes the apeiron, lacerta,
nephilim, cambion and therion.
Condottieri
Mercenary captains, though the term sometimes is more broadly used to refer to members of mercenary companies in general
(with the captains being called capitani di ventura, that is, venture
captains). Mercenary companies are frequently contracted by
Italian city-states, which often have little military of their own.
Mercenary captains may be looked down upon as common folk
rather than nobility in other places. However in Italian citystates condottieri often gain a lot of prestige. A number of citystate rulers have been condottieri themselves.
Dimension or Realm
The world of Leaves of Chiaroscuro is a multiverse made up of
an infinite number of universes, each of these a reality referred
to as a realm or dimension.
Enchanted Place
A place where reality is worn thin in such a way that forms a
connection to somewhere else. This could be a different place or
time in the same realm, or a separate realm entirely.
Great Wyrm
An incredibly powerful flesh and blood dragon that has become
an avatar of a dragon god.
Lacerta
A species of celati. They are born human but forever changed by
the strange dreams of the dragon-gods, becoming shapeshifting
members of dragonkind.
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Timeline
The Age of Legends & its Death - ?
During the Age of Legends, the world was a very different place, it was the world now only remembered
in mankind’s ancient tales of gods and monsters, of
heroes and magic.
Once this age ended, magic and strange creatures
never completely left the world, but such things
became scarce. The ancient Atlantean empire of the
nephilim fell, the dragons slumbered yet ceased to
bless mortals with their dreams in the numbers they
once did. The therion found they could no longer
draw from mankind to increase their numbers;
either through breeding or initiation, and their once
long lives dwindled in years.

The Birth of the First Apeiron - 6th century
BC.
Sometime during the 6th century BC the alchemist/
philosopher Anaximander creates a new species of
celati; the near-human apeiron.

The Hundred Years War - 1337
The Hundred Years War begins. Thanks to events
which follow the awakening of the Great Wyrm in
1431, the war will become more commonly known
as the War of the Wyrm.
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The Black Death - 1348 - 1353
In 1348 the scourge known as the Black Death
reached the shores of Italy, and from there it
spread, nearly bringing the known world to its
knees.
Those who died from the black death rose
as hungry dead to consume the living, unless
granted proper burial. Many people believed the
world was at its end. Certainly, this was a supernatural event of a scale which had not occurred
since before the end of the Age of Legends.

1353 - L’alluvione di Magia
Occult forces took action to rob the black death
of its supernatural power, reducing it to a mere
mundane (though still terrible) disease. The
event which took place is referred to as L’alluvione di Magia. Though the exact nature of what
transpired to cause this event remains a mystery, it changed the world dramatically. Magical
energies spread across the world, the veil between this reality and others was worn thin.
The celati saw their numbers suddenly grow.
Even the therion, whose kinship with mankind
had grown increasingly distant since the end of
the Age of Legends, found that for a short time
they could initiate humans into their fold once
again.
To some, however, this looked like simply another doom upon the world, as monsters spilled
forth from beyond and landscapes grew strange
as alien worlds impinged upon Asiyah. Some
humans changed, becoming dragons or other
inhuman beings.
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Venice
Venice “The Floating City”, “The City of Masks” is the main city
of the Venetian Republic and a great metropolis that makes
the current population of Rome and Florence alike look tiny in
comparison.
The City of Masks is a city of many faces; it is a beautiful romantic city not quite separate from the sea which flows through
its many canals. It is a great nexus of trade and below the city’s
surface is a world rife with crime and secrets.
Many Venetians wear masks, particularly the nobility for whom
fine masks are a symbol of status. They are popular with the
celati as well; sometimes the man who wears a lupine mask may
truly have the face of a snarling wolf hidden just beneath.

Government
The Republic of Venice is ruled by the Great Council and the
chief magistrate, the Doge. The Doge is selected by a small
number from among the Great Council. The Great Council is
strictly made up of noble families, and there are in fact a few
nephilim, lacerta, apeiron, and even a cambion among them.
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Art
Covers painting, drawing and other artistic pursuits. This skill is
also used when determining the quality and worth of a work of
art.
Art vs Crafts: Sometimes which of these two skills should be

used is not immediately clear. If something mainly involves engineering or has primarily a scientific purpose use Crafts. If the
goal is primarily to make something with aesthetic value or to
make a statement of some sort, then use the Art skill.

OOvercome: Art allows you to create, fix or improve works

of art, whether paintings, musical compositions, poetry or something else.

CCreate an Advantage: You can use Art to create aspects representing features of a musical piece, painting, etc... which you
can use to your advantage (for instance, Distractingly Beautiful,
or Disturbing to Look Upon).

AAttack: In some instances using Art to Attack is appro-

priate. For example, in high-stakes competitions where the
reputations of the artists are on the line, the Art skill should be
used with the Attack action. An artist could also attack someone
with the Art skill by creating, for example, a work of art which
demonizes them. The stress inflicted in either of these examples
would be Reputation stress.

DDefend: Art is not especially common as a means of de-

fense. However, in some situations, such as in a high-stakes art
competition, it is appropriate to Defend with Art.
Crafts in high-stakes competitions?
The same rules can be for high-stakes competitions between
craftsmen as with high-stakes art competitions. However, use
Crafts to Attack and Defend instead of Art.
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Art Stunts
The Art of Attack Propaganda
You are an expert at creating art that is damaging to people’s reputations. When you Attack using the art skill to damage someone’s Reputation you deal two extra shifts of stress.
Artistic Forgery
You may use Art in place of Deceive when creating something,
such as a disguise or forged document is involved.
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Lacerta Traits
All Lacerta:
• Owe their draconic nature to one of the dragon-gods, their
species aspect should reflect which.
• Have two forms: dragon and human, which they can shift
between at will.
• Have some sign of their true nature even when in human
form, usually concealable.
• Are dragons (not humans or anything else) as concerns any
weapons or other items meant to impact dragons specifically.
• Have a connection to the dream world, and are lucid dreamers.
• Can speak and read the Draconic language.
• All lacerta, have some weak spot in their dragon form. Often this is a small place where
they are missing scales, or their
hide is especially soft. This is
a part of the lacerta’s species
aspect.

Golden Apples & Chthonic Pomegranates
These fruits can occasionally be found in groves within enchanted realms. They are always the heart of their enchanted realm’s
genius loci, and the grove always has ties to a particular god or
goddess as well. Chthonic pomegranates are the equivalent of
golden apples for gods of the underworld, but beyond this and
appearance they are identical.
Like any other genius loci’s heart these groves are well protected
by spirits and magical creatures. Such groves are respected as
sacred places by all who follow the old ways.
Golden apples appear to be made of solid gold, but are indeed
delicious sweet juicy fruit. Crimson pomegranates are of an
exceptionally brilliant red coloration.
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Eating Golden Apples & Chthonic Pomegranates
Anyone who eats one of these fruits ceases to age, and cannot
die of starvation or thirst. However, these fruits are immediately
addicting. Once a character eats one, they have the trouble “Addicted to Golden Apples” or “Addicted to Chthonic Pomegranates” which functions like a magic item trouble (pg. 225) and is
thus pinned to the character as an extra aspect.
If a character goes a week without eating another golden apple they begin to crave them fiercely, and become increasingly
fatigued. If they go three days more than a week without consuming a golden apple, then they fall into a state of enchanted
slumber. No mundane means can awaken a person from such
sleep. Whilst in this slumber the person’s dream-self leaves to
dwell amongst the Greco-Roman otherworld.
Each fruit has an aspect tied to the deity of the grove from which
the fruit came. An apple from a grove connected to the goddess
Discordia may have the aspect Sows Chaos for instance.
Divine Cider-Infused Items
Golden Apples can be used to create a cider, which can be blended with other materials to create items with fantastic properties. Drinking the cider has the same result as eating one of the
apples.
Items infused with divine cider from golden apples take on a
lovely golden coloration. Items infused with crimson pomegranate take on a red coloration.
All items: gain an aspect associated with the god the particular

apple has ties to. The earlier example of Sows Chaos may be appropriate for an item forged with a golden apple of Discordia.
Weapons: Can inflict full physical stress to both physical beings
and aethereal entities.
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Thaumaturgy Light
Thaumaturgy is a very rich magic system which allows for a
great many things to be done. But, sometimes a quick and simple
magic system is all that is desired.
• Buy a mage path as you would any other stunt: this stunt
gives you a single path at tier 1. Don’t worry about gaining
more tiers unless you want to move beyond quick and simple.
The path you select determine what “flavor” your magic takes
(the path list starts on pg. 234).
• You start out with 2 ka and gain 3 more per point you invest
in the Magicka skill.
• Use the Magicka skill and spend a point of ka to cast spells
(see pg. 214 for how to regain ka). For tier 1 spells at least a fair
(+2) on your Magicka skill check is required for success. If
your magic is being resisted by a target, also beat that target’s
defense. If your Magicka skill check is less than fair (+2) you
take a point of mental stress and the spell fails.
• Spells can be used with any of the four Fate actions, or to
create simple on the fly stunts.
• If used for damage, tier 1 spells have an weapon rating of1.
This means that 1st tier spells are equivalent to light weapons.
• If used for armor, tier 1 spells have an armor rating of 1. This
means that 1st tier spells are equivalent to light armor.
• Select a Mage Oath. If you break your Oath three times you
become a warlock. See pg. 209 for more on this topic.
• If you run out of ka, you can still cast spells, although doing
so has potential repercussions (see pg. 213).
• Tier 1 spells can last up to a scene, and have up to a zone of
range.
• Mages cannot cast spells if notably restrained, such as by a
grapple or due to being tied up.
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